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mysimpleshow is blooming for springtime.
simpleshow’s newest version of its online video creation tool, mysimpleshow, now offers
individual options for all video purposes

Berlin, Germany, 20 April 2017 - the market leader for professional explainer video production,
simpleshow, just released another newly improved version of its online video making tool,
mysimpleshow. Users can create quality simpleshow-style, animated papermation videos online
in just minutes. The use of mysimpleshow is still free. However, there are now options for every
type of user to further personalize the video creation experience, whether they come from an
educational or business background, or use the tool for personal purposes. New account types,
account features, and a German language version are available on www.mysimpleshow.com.
mysimpleshow’s ‘Explainer Engine’ has been further tailored to provide users with a simple way
to create even better videos using the new features in respective account types. Additional
characters, image effects, background music and voiceover choices, closing frame and
watermark options, multi-user accounts, and access to the simpleshow service team are just
some of the options provided in the new account types.
After nine successful years of international business, the new version of mysimpleshow is
simpleshow’s path to providing various target audiences options to personalize a valuable
resource for explanation through video creation. The application that has been launched in
summer of 2016, is currently used by about 100,000 users.

About simpleshow: simpleshow is the market leader for professional explainer video production and has produced
thousands of clips in more than 50 languages across the globe. With offices in Berlin, Stuttgart, Luxembourg, London,
Zurich, Miami, Singapore, Hong Kong, and Tokyo, over 150 employees serve customers worldwide. simpleshows
explain complex topics in short, compelling, and comprehendible videos; and its methodology is trusted by major
corporations worldwide. Currently, the company offers a variety of formats, including simple online videos, innovative
and interactive online courses, and online video maker mysimpleshow.
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